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  Kanika:Well hello again (or just hello to those 

who’ve picked up this newsletter for the first time)! Welcome back to yet another 

edition of The Mural. To the first timers, I believe an introduction is in order. So here 

goes: We, at The Mural, relax in any available and empty classroom, kick our feet up 

and let our collective intellects merge and effortlessly come out with a newsletter 

that teenagers enjoy and can relate to. 

 

Aarav:Kanika has a way of making it look good, but in truth, we work really hard to 

make sure that this newsletter is not just paper-plane material, it’s a true reflection of 

the mindset of a teenager in Bishop’s. And that’s exactly what all our new writers 

from the 11th are doing, using it to document and share their Bishop’s experience. 
 

Kanika:And here’s a shout out to all the volunteers we’ve had this term! Over 35 

of y’all have contributed to the Mural and that has to be a record of some sort! 

Thank you for all the support and enthusiasm. Much appreciated. To those who’s 

articles have not been selected for this term, do not fear. There was just a lack of 

space and we’re saving yours for the next one. 

Aarav:We’ve tried some new things this term, like the Bishop’s Diary. As always, 

suggestions and constructive criticisms are welcome. We hope you enjoy this 

newsletter. It’s the fruits of our labour and we’re all very excited about it. Happy 

reading! 

 

Editors’ Notes – Kanika & Aarav 
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The new year has begun with a bang! A wonderful and enterprising group of 

students have joined the junior college in class 11. For the first time ever at the 

onset itself, we had an inter-house debate. A very enthusiastic class 11 participation 

encouraged healthy debating and also gave us a new breed of debaters. Excellent 

class 11! Keep the spirits high throughout the academic year. Inter-house sports 

activities have also commenced and the thin attendance in class after the break 

speaks for all the participation in the different sports activities. The term has almost 

come to an end with the exam dates being announced. We are also looking forward 

to the Anglo Indian Football and Basketball tournament. The Indian International 

Model United Nations Conference 2012 was held between 1st and 5th of August in 

Mumbai. It is the largest Youth Conference in India and an overwhelming group of 

26 students from classes 11 and 12 attended it, returning home with 6 trophies! 

Keep up the good work and all the best for the upcoming exams! God Bless! 

 

 

 

- Ms.Madhu Hora 

 
 

 

From the coordinator’s desk 
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Blade Runner 

A pair of Ossur Flex foot Cheetah blades and a truck load of determination.We’ve all 

heard of Oscar Pistorius, “the Fastest Man on No Legs.” His fame rivals that of Usain 

Bolt, but that’s not 

why he features in 

this edition. Actually 

he is the GREATEST 

story of the triumph 

and determination in 

all of history. 

Period.Oscar 

Pistorius, was born in 

Johannesburg, South 

Africa on the 22nd of 

November, 1986, 

without the fibula (the long hard bone after the knee in your leg) in either of his 

legs. 11 months later, both of his legs had to be amputated. This would have meant 

the end of life for any other person, since it’s much easier to give in to hopelessness 

and despair and to wallow in self-pity. It takes a whole lot more to use your 

disability as your greatest ability. 

11 year old Oscar was in Pretoria Boys High School. He was on the school rugby 

team. Believe it or not, he also played water polo, tennis and even Olympic 

wrestling. He made his decision 

at a very young age. 

In 2003 he suffered a serious 

injury while playing rugby. He 

had a three month stint in 

rehabilitation after shattering 

his knee. After that he got into 

sprinting. The 17 year old, ran 

his first competitive 100m in 

11.27s. The Paralympic record at that time stood at 12.20s!   Gold followed gold in 

the Paralympic arena. 

“If the legs did provide such an 

advantage that some of the people 

are claiming they did, then there 

would be a lot more amputees using 

the exact same prosthetic legs I 

have, running the exact same times I 

have -- and that’s not the case.” -OP 
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His biggest challenge was to gain acceptance in able-bodied races. The international 

sports community by large objected to his participation in able-bodied events like 

the World Championships and the Olympics. After several tests were conducted and 

legal matters fought out, Oscar got his breakthrough in 2008, when it was officially 

recognized that the blades gave him no unfair advantage over other athletes. He 

didn’t qualify for the Olympics that year. He was in the Times Top 100 Most 

Influential People in the World in 2008. 

Now at the 2012 London Olympics, the spotlight was back on him as he ran for the 

South African relay team on the 9th of August. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     -Rohan Jhunja 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ossur Flex Foot Cheetah 

These are special sports performance prosthetic limbs, that 

perform the function of a foot, though they look radically 

different with their J shape. Made of carbon composites 

they’re strong as well as flexible. The design was released in 

1996 and it is still used by professional amputee athletes. 

Jealous? 
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“It’s Marvel-ous!” 

     

Let’s admit it – Stan Lee’s a genius and anyone who says otherwise needs to be 

brutally executed and for those who are unaware of his brilliance, you’ve had a 

despairingly useless childhood.  

Again, just to start off and educate the masses on Stan Lee, he’s the mastermind 

behind Marvel Comics. This guy and his team came up with the most beloved 

superheroes of today’s time, ranging from ‘genius, billionaire, playboy, 

philanthropist’ Tony I’m-Way-Better-Than-You Stark to the awkwardly adorable 

photographer, Peter Parker. Did you know that the original idea of Spiderman was 

actually cast away as ridiculous because...well, no one could possibly like the ideas 

of spiders and superheroes all wrapped up in one? Well, ha. Peter’s got Mary Jane 

and Gwen Stacy. They seem to like him a fair amount, don’t you think? 

A fantastic quote I came across a few days ago on a blog stated this, paraphrased a 

slight amount – What’s so beautiful about the Marvel comics is that they make their 

heroes so flawed and their villains so heroic. Who wouldn’t appreciate seeing a well-

rounded superhero who is fantastic at kicking some criminal butt but has a bit of an 

obnoxious flair to them as well? We’ve got Tony Stark or Iron Man, and don’t tell me 

you don’t find this mastermind absolutely hilarious. Most of the boys I personally 

know consider him to be the coolest Avenger ever. He gets the beautiful girls, he’s 

richer than Bill Gates (let’s exaggerate a bit here, it’s the Marvel world, after 

all!)And... Well, it’s Robert Downey Jr. You can’thelp but be mesmerized by Robert 
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Downey Jr.  

On the other hand, we’ve also got flawed characters like Loki Laufeyson, the Norse 

god of Mischief and adopted brother of Thor’s. He starts off as an ordinary kid born 

into royalty (or so we’re made to believe), a boy who just wants to reach the 

standards of his older and more influential brother. He’s a kid who, just like any 

younger sibling, wants his brother to treat him like an equal. After being 

misunderstood and having seen himself transform into the very beast his father 

rose up against, it’s difficult to despise a character with that much of depth. 

Of course, some of the recurring jokes in the Marvel fandom don’t ever cease to 

amuse the religious admirers of the industry. With Spiderman being mocked as the 

sad and miserable fellow who couldn’t possibly join forces with the almighty 

Avengers and master assassin Hawkeye being mocked as ‘Legolas’ (a Lord of the 

Rings character who’s not only fantastic at archery but also has a waterfall of golden 

hair which needs to be on a L’Oreal ad, I’m telling you) and Thor’s not so 

conventional ways (like when he shatters a mug of coffee into a million pieces just 

to display his approval of the beverage because apparently, that’s how you’re 

rocking it up in Asgard), you can’t help but not want to watch and read more of this 

brilliance.  

Just a short note here, highly contrary to everyone’s misconception of the women in 

the Marvel Comics, no, they’re not a bunch of damsels in distress waiting for their 

buffed up men in spandex to swoop down and let that incident add to the story’s 

romantic plot. Look at the Black Widow. She’s rocking the spandex suit better than 

any other Avenger and she’s trained to kill people on a daily basis. And she likes it. 

Ending this small bit with a bout of feminism here, you can’t exactly say that women 

are any less efficient than men, can you?  

I’ll end this with a word of advice: Never taunt a man with terrible anger 

management skills by calling him a dull creature. He’ll fling you about like a 

weightless ragdoll and all your self-esteem will be in tatters. 

                            -Zaphya Jena 
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       OUR VERY OWN SUPERMAN!!!      

   

The great Indian wrestler and actor legend, Deedar Singh Randhawa, 
is no more but here’s all that was tweeted in his memory: 

 

For Indians worldwide, Amitabh 
Bachchan tweeted: “DaraSinghji 
passed away this morning. A great 
Indian and one of the finest humans. 
An entire era of his celebrated 
presence gone.” 

Shah Rukh Khan: “Wrestlers are 

made of sweat, determination and a 

hard to find alloy called guts. Most 

apt for Dara Singhji our very own 

superman. Will miss you sir.”  

Dara Singh was the personification of 

superhuman strength, a natural choice for the roles he was to play in films and serials like 

Hercules, Samson, Tarzan and on more domestic levels, Lord Hanuman, Balram and Bhim. 

When Manmohan Desai signed him as Amitabh Bachchan’s father in Mard, he had said, 

“Only a ‘super-mard’ can play a mard’s father!” 

A well-known hosiery brand had the tag-line “Mazboot itni, Dara Singh jitni” (as tough as 

Dara Singh) and in common usage, his name represented a strong, tough or macho guy, 
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both in positive and negative connotations like “He looks as strong as Dara Singh” or “Tu 

kya khud ko Dara Singh samajhta hai?” (Are you under the delusion that you are (as strong 

as) Dara Singh?” 

Long before WWF and Khali were even known, Dara Singh has made history all over the 

world. Throughout his life he shunned smoking and smokers and advertised healthy habits 

of consuming fresh food, instead of fast food. He also encouraged body building with 

rigorous exercises and not artificial protein powders to gain mass and muscle. He 

advocated a balanced and healthy diet by setting an example.He won championships and 

titles galore in his chosen sport, becoming a benchmark, role-model and even inspiration 

for so many young men to join the sport. At his peak, he weighed 115 kilos, consumed 4 to 

5 litres of milk, 250 grams of ghee, 250 grams of almonds and plenty of seasonal fruits. He 

would eat a special chicken soup that was prepared for over six hours (!) and his exercise 

included 1200 push-ups, 1200 sit-ups and wrestling. 

Today, even when he isn’t amongst us, he has set a benchmark for all the Indians in the 

sport of wrestling, with some very important secrets to live a healthy,wealthy yet a simple 

life. And we salute him for it. R.I.P SIR, you will always be remembered… as our very own 

Superman! 

 

- Team Mural 
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 News from the Kingdom of NeverLand 

(Why fairy tales are really not for children)                         

                      

The kingdom is in a state of chaos as the King lies in bed all day in a state of 

depression and the queen merely stands by and lets everything fall apart.(What else 

do you expect from a stepmother?) All of the King’s children have been married for 

a few years now and their lives have all taken a turn for the worse. 

The Crown Prince, the King’s eldest, married a woman named Cinderella through 

the strangest set of events and has now developed a foot fetish. He has even passed 

a law that forbids the women in the castle from wearing any shoes. Thus he has also 

developed a slight slouch from straining to stare at feminine feet all day. His wife is 

quite understandably upset about it. 

We move on to the second eldest prince who had the good fortune of marrying one 

of the most beautiful princesses from the neighbouring kingdoms. Unfortunately for 

him, Sleeping Beauty does exactly what her name suggests. She sleeps all day and 

comes down for one meal a day. The spell she had been under, obviously, never 

wore off completely. Thus the sight of our beloved prince talking to his sleeping wife 

is not a very rare one. We believe that he has a creepy habit of staring at people 

while they sleep for there have been times where he was seen walking into other 

bedrooms in the dead of night.  

The third child of the King is beautiful Snow White. Her beauty had  drawn in quite a 

few scary people when she was young. She had these seven dwarf stalkers who had 

even managed to kidnap her (Not to be racist, but other than that, the dwarfs also 
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used to steal regularly from the Royal Treasury, thus they are not the most popular 

characters in the kingdom.). Thankfully, she was saved by her present husband as 

he kissed her supposedly dead form and revived her from the effect of the poisoned 

apple spell. Unfortunately, nobody realised that the prince had revived her by 

mistake, and he is actually a necrophiliac (it means that he is attracted to dead 

women). So, he is often seen wandering around the royal cemetery. 

Finally we come to the fourth and fifth children, named Hansel and Gretel, who were 

adopted by the King when he saw that his own children were all turning out to be 

crazy or were married to crazy people. Unfortunately, he never read through the 

children’s files and thus never knew about their extensive stay in juvenile rehab 

until after he adopted them. Hansel and Gretel had been found vandalizing an old 

woman’s house and calling her a witch. The King’s influence saved them from being 

put in jail once again. 

Therefore the Kingdom of Never Land is a very unstable kingdom at the moment. 

Hopefully its state will improve in the upcoming years, but until then, think twice 

before you send children on a holiday there, for these fairy tales are not the most 

child friendly. 

 

- Pradipta Ray 
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THE “FINE PRINT” OF COLLEGE LIFE!! 

 

It has been indeed a long-long wait since the end of the 10th grade ……to ENTER 

COLLEGE…and when I was getting prepared to take the leap of a “DIFFERENT” life 

….I was also told about the “so-called” FINE PRINT of college life by a few 

seniors…not the FINE as in the blissful meaning of the word “fine”…but rather aptly 

as the *conditions* apply of college life………. 

 

» Do not hit your class-mate, that too a girl in the face, with a football. You will 
have to give her a treat in the college cafeteria with all the money that you 
have, even the bus ticket change. (She may never be the same again) 

»Do not sign up for those societies/committees with lucrative advertisements. 
All you will get is a certificate or more likely, a free t-shirt every year at the 
time of ceremony and some commendable fieldwork. [Read: Pick up the 
chairs, put them someplace else] 

 

»Do not enter into an altercation with a senior! In the worst case, that you 
have already entered into one, do not get disheartened with his claims, “How 
dare you raise your voice with me? Neither is a senior capable of doing any 
disciplining, nor is he/she interested! 

»Do not make the mistake of venturing into some widely publicized lecture in 
the auditorium. Once you enter, all you can think about is how to get out. And 
of course, do not ask the lecturer some question; you are only making it worse 
for the rest of the frustrated people in there. 

»If you are late for a class by an hour and fifteen minutes, do not ask the 
teacher for permission. (I didn’t actually, and as a matter of fact, I successfully 
managed to get the attendance after 5 minutes) 
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In a few days time, you will see girls walking hand-in-hand 
with another guy, who is in fact a bigger jerk than yourself. Girls are not 
necessarily known for their decision-making, you see. 

»Do not forget to slip a copy of a medical certificate in every teacher’s file, 
right before the exams, irrespective of whether he/she teaches you or not. You 
may just survive the extra homework in the closing moments, you never 
know! 

 
»Do not go up to your parents with the original mark-sheet from the college. 
In case you need help editing a pdf, duly contact the undersigned!!!!!! 

Every student in the world has to go through this phase: from being the rulers of the 
school to being the newcomer of college. From strutting around the school with self-
important expressions to shuffling past people trying to avoid seniors, it’s a huge 
change. You still don’t take notes, well; the teacher isn’t asking your registers for 
checking anyways. Earlier your juniors admired/hated you but at least they knew 
you. Now you give funny intros trying to impress your seniors. 

From Farewell Party of 10th grade to the Orientation Session, it’s a new world, new 
people. It’s upon you to fully enjoy it. And enjoy you do. Sometimes enjoy too much 
and then get into trouble and ask your newly made friends to bail you out and then 
laughing out afterwards, that’s how you make friends ,pulling your friends legs, 
reaching late in class with your friends, asking “may we come in sir?” And being 
thrown out of the class and then gleefully obliging and going out of the class and 
laughing at your teacher’s expression. 

Childish really, but what’s the hurry to grow up?  

-Deepankar Bhat 
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